Orienteering Course COYOTE-2

All courses start at the Kiosk behind school. Plan your route to pink 1, at feature listed in box 1, below. Compare ID# on control marker at feature to ID# in box 1 below. If same, you’re at the right spot! In box 1, write the letter found on control marker.

Continue to pink 2, etc., returning to Trailhead Kiosk. If you like, solve word puzzle. NOTE - the pink line is intended as a visual guide to the next control marker in sequence. Plan YOUR best route based on your own skills, desired activity level, and current local conditions.

Example Control Marker

328 M

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 Meters

START @ ________
FINISH @ ________
NET TIME ________

Go to www.Libby-Hill.org for an answer key and word puzzle using these letters!